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ABSTRACT: A 35 year chronic alcoholic old man, was admitted with altered sensorium since last 3 days. His MRI Brain done on Day 3 of admission revealed Hyperintense signal change in pons with partial sparing of the tegmentum, ventrolateral pons and corticospinal tracts on FLAIR and T2 weighted images suggestive of central pontine myelinolysis. The T2W axial images resembled the face of a pig with the temporal lobes representing ears, the carotid arteries the eyes, the abnormal pontine signal representing snout and the fourth ventricle the mouth. Recognition of this pattern –the piglet sign may aid in the differential diagnosis of pontine lesions.
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INTRODUCTION: A 35 year old man was admitted with altered sensorium since last 3 days. He was a chronic alcoholic. His examination showed equal reactive pupils. He had Glasgow Coma Scale of 8(E2M3V3). Bilateral plantar reflexes were extensor.

His serum sodium initially was 103 m Eq/l and had been corrected to 123 mEq/l over a day. His MRI Brain done on Day 3 of admission revealed the following interesting finding: Hyperintense signal change in pons with partial sparing of the tegmentum, ventrolateral pons and corticospinal tracts on FLAIR (Fig. 1) and T2 (Fig. 2) weighted images suggestive of central pontine myelinolysis. The axial images resembled the face of a pig (fig. 3) with the temporal lobes representing ears, the carotid arteries the eyes, the abnormal pontine signal representing snout and the fourth ventricle the mouth. Recognition of this pattern –the piglet sign may aid in the differential diagnosis of pontine lesions.
DISCUSSION: It is suggested that the rise in serum sodium exerts an osmotic endothelial injury leading to the local release of myelinotoxic factors derived from more vascular grey matter. The absence of myelinolysis in pure white matter tracts such as the internal capsule supports this view. Autopsy studies in early CPM have shown altered lipid: protein ratios, little inflammatory reaction, relative sparing of the axons, and oedema.

This latter element accounts for the hypointense signals seen on T1 MRI sequences and the hyperintense signals seen on T2 sequences early in the course of CPM. Extra-pontine myelinolysis may also be a feature, particularly involving the thalami and the basal ganglia, but there is a particular predilection for the pons. These areas all have a relatively high grey/white matter interface.

The typical location of CPM is center of dorsal basis pontis and displays a round or oval shape on axial MR sections in acute CPM or a triangular shape in chronic or subacute CPM. Larger lesions extend laterally while sparing the corticospinal and corticobulbar tracts. Coalescence of areas of demyelination gives the appearance of a piglet.
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